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Abstract
We study strangeness-changing response functions as an alternative descrip-
tion of hypernuclear structure. Hypernuclear states are treated in the same
manner as any other conventional nuclear excitation that emerges from the
response of the nuclear ground state to an external probe. The nuclear re-
sponse is calculated using a random-phase approximation to an eective rel-
ativistic mean-eld model that reproduces bulk properties of normal nuclei.
The relevant meson-baryon vertices are constrained by imposing SU(3)-flavor
symmetry, while the residual hyperon-particle|nucleon-hole interaction is as-
sumed to be mediated by the two lightest S =−1 mesons: the pseudoscalar
kaon and its vector partner the K(892). We use this model to analyze the







Strangeness adds yet another | still largely unexplored | dimension to hadronic physics.
For nucleons in free space, their strange-quark content has received considerable attention
as a result of the measurement of the spin-dependent structure function of the proton by the
European Muon Collaboration (EMC) [1]. Some analyses of the experiment suggest that a
large portion of the spin of the proton is carried by strange quarks. In the opposite, high-
density, domain a copious production of strangeness is predicted as soon as the Fermi energy
of the system becomes large enough for the addition of strange quarks to become energet-
ically favorable [2]. Thus, one expects a substantial increase in the strangeness-per-baryon
ratio with density. In addition to its obvious relevance to nuclear physics, high-density mat-
ter appeals to many other branches of physics, such as astrophysics, cosmology and particle
physics. Indeed, the high-density environment found at the core of neutron stars is spec-
ulated to constitute a fruitful ground for the formation of exotic states of matter | such
as a kaon condensate and strange-quark matter. Motivated by these fundamental issues a
large number of experimental facilities are devoting valuable resources to elucidate them.
However, before a clear picture of these exotic phenomena will emerge, it is necessary to
understand phenomena at or near normal nuclear-matter density. The formation of hyper-
nuclei appears to be an important rst step. Moreover, because hyperon-nucleon scattering
experiments are dicult to perform, hypernuclear physics appears to be an attractive al-
ternative for testing | and for extending o the mass shell | models of the elementary
nucleon-hyperon and hyperon-hyperon interaction. Indeed, a vast number of experiments
have been devoted [3] to study the formation, the spectroscopy and the decay of hypernuclei.
To date, hypernuclei have been typically produced through strangeness-exchange reac-
tions using hadronic probes | such as in (K−; −) and (+; K+) scattering | and de-
cay through nonleptonic weak processes which involve the emission of nucleons and pions.
These experiments have been analyzed from a variety of dierent theoretical perspectives.
For example, microscopic meson-exchange models have been constructed which accurately
reproduce the rich nucleon-nucleon and the more scarce hyperon-nucleon data [4,5]. Other
approaches, more closely connected to the underlying symmetries of QCD, are based on
eective eld theories that include the baryon octet and several nonstrange and strange
mesons [6{8]. With such models available, binding energies and single-particle spectra of hy-
pernuclei have been computed in the context of nonrelativistic [9] and relativistic mean-eld
models [10]. The underlying assumption in the mean-eld approach is that the dynamical
aspects of the production and decay process can be ignored, so that the hypernucleus may
be approximated as a core of nucleons with one strange baryon added to the system. If
the hyperon has been produced from a closed-shell nucleus this approximation constitutes
the simple particle-hole model. Yet one must take this simplied description with caution
as the real picture is vastly more complicated. Indeed, it is widely recognized that the nu-
clear resonances populated through these reactions are often highly excited (particle-hole)
states that may decay electromagnetically prior to their weak decay. Moreover, initial- and
nal-state interactions between the nucleus and the hadronic probes are strong and must
be included. These aspects add considerable complexity to any theoretical description. Al-
though the gross features of hypernuclear spectra may indeed be explained on the basis of a
simple particle-hole picture, the ne details require the incorporation of distortions as well
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as of few- and many-body correlation eects [11].
With the advent of continuous electron beam facilities, such as the Thomas Jeerson
National Accelerator Facility (TJNAF), the formation of hypernuclear states through the
photoproduction of charged kaons has become a reality [12]. The production of hypernuclei
via hadronic or photo-nuclear reactions is a complicated process involving not only nucleons
and hyperons but also several baryon resonances and strange mesons. In contrast to the
hadronic production, however, the K+-photoproduction process is relatively insensitive to
distortion eects. This represents an enormous theoretical simplication. Still, additional
simplications and approximations are often needed. For example, in order to keep the in-
fluence of the nuclear environment on a tractable level, most theoretical studies resort to the
impulse approximation: the assumption that the elementary process suers no modication
as it is embedded in the nuclear medium. (Note that the free-space production operator
could suer considerably from model and parameter dependencies [13].) Further, if distor-
tion eects can be neglected | an excellent approximation in the K+-photoproduction case
| then as in the case of electron scattering, the theoretical amplitude may be decomposed
into a nuclear structure part and a production operator [13{16]. The production operator
contains the specic details of the reaction, including various meson-baryon vertices and
form factors. It is obtained from the corresponding T -matrix describing the reaction on a
single nucleon in free space. The nuclear structure part involves the response of the nuclear
ground state in the form of several polarization insertions describing the propagation of a
nucleon-hole and a (0)-particle through the nuclear medium.
Using this point of view, we study hypernuclear spectra using a random-phase approxi-
mation (RPA) to a generalized relativistic mean-eld model [17]. More specically, baryonic
matter is assumed to consist of strange as well as non-strange hadrons. At, or near, nuclear-
matter saturation density | and for phenomenologically consistent hyperon-meson couplings
| the presence of hyperons in the ground state is suppressed by their larger mass. Thus,
at these densities one recovers the normal [strangeness-equal-zero (S = 0)] nuclear ground
state. Hypernuclear states, as well as any other nuclear excitation, then emerge from the
consistent response of this mean-eld ground state to a suitable external probe. That is, we
propose to treat strangeness no dierent than any other intrinsic nuclear quantum number.
Moreover, as the RPA is the consistent response of the mean-eld ground state, all nuclear
states | those with S = 0 and S 6= 0 alike | are obtained by correlating the particle-hole
pair via their residual interaction. The importance of many-body correlations beyond the
simple particle-hole picture was realized soon after precise hypernuclear measurements were
available [11]. For example, mixing of particle-hole states that couple to the same angular
momentum is essential for predicting angular distributions in strangeness exchange reac-
tions [18]. Furthermore, states with nucleon holes in the deepest bound nucleon shells are
not recognized in the experiments because of their large widths, a feature which cannot be
explained by simple mean-eld models [19].
The outline of this paper is as follows: In Sec. II, we present the eective Lagrangian
which contains the relevant baryon-meson vertices. Section III is devoted to a brief discus-
sion of strangeness-changing response functions. We also discuss the residual particle-hole
interaction and the RPA equations. Section IV contains specic results for hypernuclear
spectra. Finally, Sec. V contains a short summary.
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II. THE EFFECTIVE LAGRANGIAN
To describe the nuclear ground state we use a relativistic mean-led model based on
an eective Lagrangian that realizes chiral symmetry and vector meson dominance. In the
nucleon sector this approach has been successful in describing the ground state properties of
ordinary nuclei [17]. More recently, these ideas have been generalized to include strangeness
[8].
The Lagrangian is formulated in terms of the eective degrees of freedom that are taken
to be the baryon octet, the Goldstone boson octet and the vector meson nonet:
L = LBM + LM + LEM ; (1)
where the subscript M(MB) denotes the meson (meson-baryon) sector and EM the elec-

















































V 8µ − 1p20µ K0µ
K−µ K
0
µ − 2p6V 8µ
 : (4)
The physical ! and  mesons arise from the mixing of the V 8µ and the vector meson singlet
Sµ via
!µ = cos()Sµ + sin()V
8
µ ; (5)
µ = sin()Sµ − cos()V 8µ :
We also include a light isoscalar scalar meson ’ which simulates the exchange of correlated
pions and kaons.











































where we disregard terms generated by the covariant derivative of the baryons. The pseudo-





(uy@µu− u@µuy) = ip
2f
@µ + : : : (7)





For vertices involving kaons f is taken to be the kaon decay constant f  114:4MeV. The
couplings F and D are constrained by F +D = gA; for the calculation we use F = 3=4 and
D = 1=2.



































where Q = diagf2=3;−1=3;−1=3g is the quark charge matrix. Combined with vector meson
dominance, the Lagrangian Eq. (8) describes the low energy electromagnetic structure of
the baryons so that no external form factors are needed.
To constrain the couplings we follow closely Ref. [8]. For the meson-baryon couplings we
assume SU(3) symmetry and that the OZI rule holds, i.e. the couplings between nucleons
and the  meson vanish. Furthermore, relation Eq. (5) is implemented with the ideal mixing
angle sin() = 1=
p
3. For given values of the corresponding ! and  couplings to the
nucleons, the set of parameters (gF ; gD; gS; fF ; fD; fS) is then xed (M is taken to be the
nucleon mass).
The electromagnetic structure generated by Eq. (8) holds only in the strict SU(3) limit.
The physical values of the magnetic moments can be generated by adding appropriate sym-
metry breaking terms. We use the Particle Data Group [20] values
Λ = −0:613 : (9)
For the magnetic moment for the 0, which is experimentally not accessible, we employ the
result of the chiral perturbation theory calculation in Ref. [21]
Σ0 = 0:65 : (10)
The parameters F and D contribute to the charge radii of the baryons which are not
known in the hyperon sector. For simplicity, we assume SU(3) symmetry which determines
the parameters from the corresponding values in the nucleon sector. As discussed later
we adjust the coupling of the  to the scalar eld ’ to obtain a good reproduction of
the experimentally known levels in 16Λ O [11]. For the 
0 we follow the phenomenological
approach of Refs. [8,22] and require that the coupling reproduces the hyperon potential in
nuclear matter which is taken to be
UΣ = gϕΣ’− gωΣ!0  25MeV : (11)
In the nucleon sector we employ the parameter set G1 of Ref. [17]. The corresponding
hyperon couplings are listed in Table I.
In principle, the Lagrangian Eq. (1) contains vertices that generate a non-diagonal self
energy in the  − 0 sector of flavor space. However, flavor mixing has a very small eect
on the hypernuclear energy levels [23] and will be disregarded in the following.
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To generate the ground state of the initial nucleus the meson eld operators in the
Lagrangian Eq. (1) are replaced by their mean eld values. The lowest order response
functions are then calculated in a perturbative expansion with respect to this ground state.
III. STRANGENESS-CHANGING RESPONSE FUNCTIONS
Among the many elementary processes that may produce a hyperon on a nuclear target
our theoretical analysis is guided by the hadronic and photoproduction reactions discussed in
Sec. I. Yet rather than focus on the calculation of the cross section, we consider the nuclear
response functions themselves, as they contain all essential information on hypernuclear
spectra. The linear response of the nuclear ground state to any external probe is related to
a suitably dened polarization tensor. The polarization tensor is a fundamental many-body
operator that may be computed systematically using well-known many-body techniques,
such as Feynman diagrams and Dyson’s equation [24].
A. Lowest-order Polarization
To illustrate the many-body techniques employed here we simplify the model presented
in Sect. II and assume that there are no meson-meson self interactions and that there is
only one type of hyperons interacting with nucleons and mesons. Without loss of generality
we concentrate on the pseudoscalar polarization in the following. This many-body operator
is dened as the ground-state expectation value of a time-ordered product of pseudoscalar
currents






J5(x) =  Y (x)iγ
5 N (x) : (13)
In a mean-eld approximation to the ground state the polarization insertion can be written
exclusively in terms of hyperon and nucleon mean-eld propagators






These propagators contain information about the interaction of the propagating baryon
with the average mean eld provided by the nuclear medium. Note that even in a simplied
description in which the interactions are ignored, such as in a Fermi-gas treatment, the
nucleon | but not the hyperon | propagator would still dier from its free-space value









GN(x;y;!) = GF (x;y;!) +GD(x;y;!) : (16)
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The Feynman part of the propagator, GF , admits a spectral decomposition in terms of the














where Uα and Vα are the positive- and negative-energy solutions to the Dirac equation, and
the sum is over all states in the spectrum. The density-dependent part of the propagator, GD,
corrects GF for the presence of a lled Fermi surface. Formally, one eects this correction
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Note that the sum over  is now restricted to only those positive-energy nucleon states
below the Fermi surface. The hyperon propagator, because of the S = 0 nature of the
nuclear ground state, does not suer from such a correction.
The decomposition of the nucleon propagator into Feynman and density-dependent con-








5,5(x;y;!) = 5,5F (x;y;!) + 
5,5
D (x;y;!) : (21)
The Feynman part of the polarization, 5,5F , describes pair production | or vacuum polariza-
tion. In innite nuclear matter, the threshold for pair production lies well into the timelike
region at q2 = (MY +M

N )
2 (M is the eective baryon mass in the nuclear medium). This
is far away from the spacelike region accessible in hadronic and photoproduction processes.
Thus the lowest-order response | which is proportional to the imaginary part of the po-
larization insertion | is not sensitive to pair production and will be ignored henceforth.
Yet this statement should be taken with caution as we are interested in computing the nu-
clear response beyond rst order. Although the imaginary part of vacuum polarization does
indeed vanish for spacelike processes, its dispersive (real) content does not: vacuum excita-
tions can be produced virtually. Thus in more sophisticated treatments of the response than
the one presented here, pair production may play a signicant role. Still, the RPA response
presented here is fully consistent with the \no-vacuum" approximation to the mean-eld
ground state.
In contrast to the Feynman part of the polarization, which is divergent and must be










The density-dependent part of the polarization describes the traditional excitation of
particle-hole pairs. This may be most clearly seen by using a spectral decomposition of





















The rst term in the sum represents the formation of a Y -particle{N -hole pair after the
probe has transfered an energy ! to the nucleus. The excitation of the pair becomes real,
namely both particles get on their mass shell, only when the energy transfer is identical to
the excitation energy !  E+β − E+α . That is, the inclusive pseudoscalar response to lowest
order becomes









∣∣∣(5)βα(q)∣∣∣2 (! − !βα) : (24)
Note that we have introduced the transition density 
(5)





d3x eiqx Uβ(x)(iγ5)Uα(x) and !βα  E+β − E+α : (25)
The second term in the sum is interesting and has no nonrelativistic counterpart; it represents
the Pauli blocking of the vacuum excitations discussed earlier. This term mixes positive
(nucleon) and negative (hyperon) states and prevents the nucleon | from the N Y pair |
from occupying a state below the Fermi surface. As in the case of vacuum polarization, this
term is purely real and makes no contribution to the lowest-order response. Yet its inclusion
in the correlated RPA response is essential in order to satisfy fundamental symmetries of
nature, such as gauge invariance.
B. The RPA equations
In our simplied version of the model, the polarization tensor also describes modica-
tions to the propagation of mesons (such as the K− meson), in addition to containing all
information about the excitation spectra of hypernuclei. In the lowest-order approximation,
the residual interaction between the particle and the hole is neglected. A consistent ap-
proximation scheme that goes beyond lowest order | by including the residual interaction
between the nucleon-hole and the hyperon-particle is the random-phase approximation. In
the RPA one includes many-body correlations by iterating to innite order the lowest-order
polarization insertion. For example, assuming a pseudo-scalar coupling, this means
5,5RPA(q;q








where we have introduced the free kaon propagator through
VK(k;!) = −g2Y NKK(k; !) =
−g2Y NK
!2 − k2 −m2K
: (27)
Note that gY NK represents the hyperon-nucleon-kaon coupling constant. That the RPA is
the consistent linear response of the mean-eld ground state has been amply demonstrated
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through the excitation of the isoscalar-dipole (Jpi = 1−;T = 0) mode. The isoscalar-dipole
response provides a delicate test of the self-consistency of the calculation. Indeed, a calcu-
lation of the isoscalar-dipole response to lowest-order is flawed by the presence of spurious
strength associated with the uniform translation of the center of mass. In contrast, a con-
sistent RPA calculation | one that uses the same interaction in the calculation of the
mean-eld ground-state than in the calculation of the response | eliminates this anomalous
behavior by shifting all spurious strength to zero excitation energy.
In the previous section a spectral decomposition of the Feynman propagator was pre-
sented. Although such a decomposition is useful for understanding the spectral content of
the nuclear response, in practice it suers from too much reliance on articial cutos. An ef-
cient scheme that avoids the introduction of articial cutos is the non-spectral approach.
Moreover, a non-spectral formalism has the added advantage that, at least in principle,
the positive-energy continuum may be treated exactly. The non-spectral generation of the
Feynman propagator amounts to solving the following inhomogeneous Dirac equation[
!γ0 + iγ  r −MB − (x)
]
GF (x;y;!) = (x− y) ; (28)
where ! is in general a complex variable and the mean-eld potential, or baryon self-energy,
is given by





jxj T (x) : (29)
The quantities s, 0 and T contain the nuclear scalar, vector and tensor potentials gener-
ated at the mean-eld level. These mean-eld self-energies have been collected in Table II.
Note that we have assumed that the mean-eld potential is generated by a spherically-
symmetric, spin-saturated ground state. Taking advantage of this spherical symmetry one







gκ11(x; y;!)hx^j+mih+mjy^i −igκ12(x; y;!)hx^j+mih−mjy^i




which are dened as
hx^jmi = ∑
mlms





+ if  > 0 ;
−− 1 if  < 0 : (31b)
The above decomposition enables one to rewrite the Dirac equation as a set of rst-order,





















 = (x− y) ; (32)
where we have dened
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!  ! − v(x) ; M MB + s(x) ; and   − x
2M
T (x) : (33)








(  nm) ; (34)















 −M) gnκ(x) = 0 : (35b)
At the beginning of this section we expressed Dyson’s equation for the pseudoscalar
polarization as an integral equation in three dimensions [see Eq. (26)]. Yet the spherical
symmetry of the problem simplies this numerical task considerably. To do so we used the
results derived earlier for the Feynman propagator and for the positive-energy Dirac spinors
















which is expressed in terms of Wigner D-functions [27]. The multipoles of the polariza-
tion insertion, 5,5J , involve various reduced matrix elements enforcing selection rules for
the intermediate hyperon-particle and nucleon-hole states that couple to a total angular
momentum J . Note that because of the pseudoscalar nature (γ5) of the vertex, unnatural
parity states (Jpi = 0−; 1+; : : :) are created exclusively. One can easily show, as it has been











the three-dimensional integral equation for the RPA polarization [Eq. (26)] can now be
reduced to a one-dimensional one, albeit one for each value of J :
5,5RPA,J(q; q











C. Residual particle-hole interaction
The RPA equation (26) is only applicable in the simplied version of the hadronic model
where the full response function Eq.(12) is equivalent to the full kaon propagator. In general,
the connection between response functions and full meson propagators is more involved
because of kaon and pion self-interactions and because of the fact that dierent hyperon
flavors can couple to the same external source. Taking into account the possibility of creating




hΨ0jT [ΨN(x)ΓαY ΨY (x)ΨY (y)ΓβY ΨN(y)]jΨ0i (40)
where ΓαY characterizes specic interaction vertices. Although these response functions can
be analyzed for arbitrary vertices in terms of Feynman diagrams it is more intuitive to
cast the problem into a form similar to Eq. (26). In analogy to Eq. (21) we keep only
the density-dependent part for the lowest order contribution to the response function (40).
As a further approximation we neglect internal vertices that give rise to meson-meson self
interactions and loops involving  and 0 baryons. These contributions constitute pure
\vacuum" contributions as discussed in Sec. IIIA. The remaining piece to be specied
is then the residual hyperon-nucleon interaction. Although considerable progress has been
made towards elucidating the precise form of the interaction, much work remains to be done.
Thus in this, our rst contribution to the subject, we make a very simple assumption as
to the nature of the hyperon-nucleon residual interaction. We assume, in analogy with the
\+" isovector interaction, that the residual interaction in the hyperon-nucleon channel is
mediated by the two lightest S=−1 mesons: the pseudoscalar kaon and its vector partner the
K(892). In this case the range of the interaction is determined from the free propagators.









The strength and the spin structure of the residual interaction is, on the other hand,
determined by the vertices. For the Y NK vertex we assume a pseudovector | as opposed
to a pseudoscalar | representation, as detailed in Eq. (6). Although both representations are
equivalent on-shell, it is convenient to adopt the pseudovector representation as it accounts
for the correct low-energy theorems | especially in the case of the pion, the lightest member
of the pseudoscalar octet | without the need for sensitive cancellations. The K-meson
contains a vector as well as a tensor coupling to the baryons. These choices specify completely














if  = K.
(42)
Choosing  =  = K and  =  = K in Eq. (40) denes a K and a K response function,
respectively. With the approximation outlined above, each response functions can then be
obtained from a RPA equations similar to Eq. (26).
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The spin structure of the vertices is well known, at least in the nonrelativistic limit.








(  q) : (43)
Thus, the kaon excites exclusively hypernuclear states of unnatural parity. In contrast, the
vector K-meson induces, in addition to the simple spin-independent coupling stemming


















(  q) : (44b)
Hence, with the exception of 0− states, aK-meson can excite hypernuclear states of all spins
and parities. Note that because of the present lack of theoretical guidance, no repulsive short-
range Landau-Migdal parameter has been introduced. Thus, in this simplied description
there is no source of mixing between the spin-longitudinal and the spin-transverse modes.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Let us start the discussion with the K response and assume that the hypernuclear
states are created by replacing a neutron in the initial nucleus with a hyperon. Although
the calculated response function contains information on both  and 0 states, we will
restrict the discussion to energies well below the threshold for creating 0 hypernuclei.
In analogy to the electromagnetic case, the K response can be analyzed in terms of
structure functions. Unlike the electromagnetic response, however, there are generally four
structure functions because the K does not couple to a conserved current. Here we focus
on the longitudinal and transverse response which are dened by
L(q0;q;q) = 
00(q0;q;q) ; (45)






and that contain all the relevant information on the spectra.
In hadronic reactions of the type (K−; −) hypernuclear states are eectively populated
if the outgoing meson is emitted in the forward direction. Consequently, these reactions are
characterized by small momentum transfer (jqj < q0). The RPA results for the longitudinal
K response in oxygen are indicated in Fig.1. At low momentum transfer (jqj = 50MeV)
the multipole expansion is rapidly converging and only the lowest order terms are indicated.
The coupling of the scalar ’-meson was adjusted to reproduce the two 0+ and 1− states that
are experimentally identied in the 16O (K−; −) 16Λ O reaction [11]. According to Eq. (23),
we added a small imaginary part (i = i:2MeV) to the energy variable to keep the magnitude
of the resonances nite. In the notation of Eq. (24), the binding energy BΛ of a  at the
location of a resonance may be obtained from
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!Λ0 = E (+)Λ − E(+)0  Bn − BΛ +MΛ −MN ; (47)
where Bn denotes the separation energy of the weakest bound neutron.
The dierences between the RPA and the uncorrelated mean eld predictions can be
studied in Fig.2 for the J = 0 multipole. The uncorrelated states are indicated by their
particle-hole contents. The resulting RPA states are an admixture of all states with a given
total angular momentum J . The increase of the hypernuclear binding energies indicates the
repulsive character of the residual interaction. Most remarkably, there is no clear remnant
of the (1s1/2; 1s
−1
1/2) state which has moved into the continuum. This is an important feature
because this state is predicted by the simple particle-hole model but is not recognized in the
experimental data.
The longitudinal response leads exclusively to states with natural parity. Excitations with
unnatural parity arise in the transverse response which is indicated in Fig. 3. In analogy
to the electromagnetic case, transverse modes with unnatural parity can be interpreted as
magnetic excitations, whereas the modes in Fig. 3 with opposite parity are of transverse-
electric character. Compared to the longitudinal response, the strength of the transverse
excitations is much smaller. Furthermore, correlation eects are modest as a consequence
of the spin-transverse coupling indicated in Eq. (44b).
The RPA predictions for calcium are shown in Fig. 4. The experimental spectrum [28]
observed in the (K−; −) reaction on 40Ca exhibits three peaks. Two at E (+)Λ −E(+)0 = 194 and
189 MeV which in the simple particle-hole picture are identied as 0+ states with the particle-
hole assignments (1d5/2; 1d
−1
5/2)Λn and (1d3/2; 1d
−1
3/2)Λn, respectively. Furthermore, a peak at
180 MeV which is identied as a 1− state with the assignment (1p1/2; 1d−13/2)Λn. However,
because of the strong mixing it is not possible to attribute the peaks to specic states if
correlations are taken into account. To make contact with the experimental observations
Fig. 5 shows the dierence between the mean eld result and the RPA prediction. We
remind the reader that the very small width of the states is an idealization and that in a
more realistic scenario the peaks are considerably broader. It can be expected that the two
group of states around 191 MeV and 197 MeV in the RPA coalesce to form the resonance
structure found in the experimental data. Similar as in the case of oxygen, the remnant
of the particle-hole state with the neutron in the deepest bound s shell moves into the
continuum.
Based on hadronic reactions, transverse modes, including states of unnatural parity, are
of minor importance in hypernuclear spectroscopy. Because of their small strength, these
states are usually not observed in the kinematic range covered by the experiments [29].
As an attractive alternative, states of unnatural parity may be studied in electromagnetic
production of hypernuclei. In our approach unnatural parity states can exclusively be studied
in the kaon response function. Under the assumption that the hypernuclei states are created
in hyperon photoproduction o a proton, a dierent range for the momentum transfer has to
be considered. With the kinematics forced on the problem the momenta are generally much
higher than in the hadronic reactions. However, for the outgoing kaon in forward direction
the momentum transfer decreases with increasing photon energy [12] and jqj < 300 MeV is
sucient. The RPA results for initial oxygen and calcium nuclei are indicated in Fig.6 and
Fig.7 at jqj = 200MeV. Consistent with the observation for the unnatural parity states in
the transverse K response, the residual interaction is rather weak. This can be studied in
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Fig. 8 which compares the mean eld and RPA predictions for J = 1. The labels indicate
the particle-hole states on the mean eld level. Because of the very weak spin-orbit force
felt by the hyperons, the states with the  in the 1p1/2 or 1p3/2 are almost degenerate and
coalesce in the gure.
Although the results for the kaon response are consistent with the observations for the
transverse K response, a more unied treatment is desirable. Going beyond our rst
contribution to the subject, one must allow for mixing between spin-longitudinal and spin-
transverse modes. Either on a phenomenological level by introducing a Landau-Migdal
parameter, or by incorporating higher-order Feynman diagrams, this will be an important
topic for future investigations.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we studied strangeness-changing response functions as an alternative ap-
proach to hypernuclear structure. In contrast to the traditional mean-eld description, where
hypernuclear states are uncorrelated hyperon-particle|nucleon-hole excitations, they are
treated as any other nuclear excitation that emerges from the response of normal nuclei to
external probes. From this point of view we studied hypernuclear spectra using a relativis-
tic random-phase approximation based on a chiral Lagrangian which successfully reproduces
properties of normal nuclei and where all relevant meson-baryon vertices are constrained by
SU(3)-flavor symmetry.
The response of the nuclear ground state involves several polarization insertions describ-
ing the propagation of a nucleon-hole and a (0)-particle through the nuclear medium.
To specify the residual particle-hole interaction we assumed that it is mediated by the two
lightest S = −1 mesons, namely the kaon and its vector partner the K(892). This lead
us to introduce two strangeness-changing response functions. A vector K response and a
pseudo-vector kaon response. Many-body correlations are included by iterating the lowest-
order response to innite order. The primary dierence of the two response functions lies
in the structure of their excitation spectra. Due to pseudo-vector character of the Y NK
vertex, the kaon exclusively excites hypernuclear states of unnatural parity. In contrast, the
K response contains|with the exception of the Jpi = 0− state|hypernuclear states of all
spin and parities.
We analyzed hypernuclear spectra for 16O and 40Ca nuclei under the assumption that
a nucleon in the ground state is replaced by a  particle. For the longitudinal K re-
sponse, which is primarily determined in the hadronic strangeness-exchange reactions such
as (K−; −) and (+; K+), the RPA leads to important corrections over the simple particle-
hole predictions. First, the repulsive character of the residual interaction decreases the
uncorrelated hypernuclear binding energies considerably. This generates the characteristic
\quenching and hardening" of the response. Second, we observed important qualitative
corrections in the spectra, as the strong residual interaction mixes single-particles states of
dierent particle-hole content but of the same spin and parity. Consequently, in most cases
it is no longer possible to attribute the excitations to a specic particle-hole transition.
Furthermore, states with nucleons holes in the deepest bound nucleon shell move into the
continuum consistent with the experimental observation. In contrast to the longitudinal
response, correlation eects are modest in the transverse part of the K response.
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We also examined the pseudo-vector kaon response responsible for generating hypernu-
clear states of unnatural parity. In this rst study of the spin-longitudinal modes we observed
small corrections over the simple particle-hole picture, in analogy to our observations for the
spin-transverse K response. In the future we plan to study this kaonic response in a much
more comprehensive way. Our goal will be to establish a dynamical range for which the
kaonic enhancement|a precursor to the kaon-condensed state|may be observed. To this
end the upcoming nuclear K+-photoproduction experiments at TJANF may be of direct
relevance to our quest [30]. Indeed, by measuring an enhancement of the photoproduction
background, relative to that from a single-nucleon, these experiments may shed light on the
exotic and novel states of matter speculated to exist at the core of neutron stars.
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TABLE II. Vector and tensor potentials. V 0 and b0 are the time like component of the ω and
the ρ0 mean eld respectively, and A0 is the Coulomb potential. The couplings of the nucleons to
the electromagnetic eld are incorporated via the anomalous magnetic moments λp = 1.7928 and
λn = −1.9131 and via βF = −0.08230 and βD = −0.41754.
ps −gϕNϕ p0 gωNV 0 + eA0 + 12gρN b0 + e2M (βF + 13βD)A0 pT ddr (fωNV 0 + 12fρNb0 + eλpA0)
ns −gϕNϕ n0 gωNV 0 − 12gρN b0 − e3M βDA0 nT ddr (fωNV 0 − 12fρNb0 + eλnA0)





































J = 2 (x10)
170 180 190 200
Experimental Spectrum
q = 50 MeV
FIG. 1. Lowest order multipoles of the longitudinal K response in oxygen.
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q = 50 MeV
J = 0
FIG. 2. Mean eld and RPA result for the J = 0 multipole of the longitudinal K response in
oxygen.
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FIG. 3. Mean eld and RPA result for the J = 1 multipole of the transverse K response in
oxygen.
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Experimental Spectrum
q = 50 MeV
FIG. 4. Lowest order multipoles of the longitudinal K response in calcium.
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FIG. 5. Mean eld and RPA result for the J = 0 multipole of the longitudinal K response in
calcium.
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q = 200 MeV
FIG. 6. Lowest order multipoles of the kaon response in 16O !16Λ N.
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q = 200 MeV
FIG. 7. Lowest order multipoles of the kaon response in 40Ca !40Λ K.
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FIG. 8. Mean eld and RPA result for the J = 1 multipole of the kaon response in 16O !16Λ N.
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